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Abstract

This article describes mathematical programming models that have been developed and employed to evaluate
con2guration strategies for metropolitan ATM telecommunication networks. The models determine the optimal
placement of ATM switch hardware and 2ber optic transport. The objective is to satisfy point-to-point tra5c
demand at minimum cost while ensuring speci2ed performance under a core failure contingency. Model results
suggest that a simple architecture based on two core switch locations provides a robust, near-optimal solution.

Scope and purpose

Communication service providers face a future market environment characterized by dramatically increasing
demand and dominance of data services over voice services. One approach to achieving a “data-centric”
network architecture relies on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology, in which all types of tra5c
(voice, data, video, etc.) are converted to common data packets. The optimization models described in this
article support an e8ective application of ATM technology to ensure that customer service demands are
satis2ed in a reliable and cost-e5cient manner. ? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The competitive success of a communication service provider is dependent on aggressive prepa-
ration for a future market environment in which data tra5c dominates voice tra5c. One approach
to developing an e8ective network architecture relies on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) tech-
nology, in which all types of tra5c (voice, data, video, etc.) are converted to common 53-byte data
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Fig. 1. Generic metropolitan ATM network.

packets. Advantages of this approach include more e5cient utilization of network resources, sim-
pli2ed operation, guaranteed uniform quality of service, and an inherently robust network topology.
De Prychker [1] or Cuthbert and Sapanel [2] provide detailed expositions of ATM principles and
applications.

ATM technology can be e8ectively applied in a Local Area Network (which connects commu-
nications equipment within a building or campus), a Metropolitan Area Network (which connects
equipment within a region spanning ¡ 50 k), or a Wide Area Network (which connects equipment
nationally or internationally) [3]. Deployment planning for a metropolitan network is particularly
challenging because the network topology usually involves a large number of nodes with high aver-
age connectivity. For a typical metropolitan network of interest, tra5c is aggregated at an originating
central o5ce, then adapted (packetized) and conveyed to an edge switch. The adapted tra5c is then
transported via a logical 2ber optic link, through one or more core switches, to another edge switch
located at or near a destination central o5ce.

Fig. 1 depicts a notional metropolitan network. Key design decisions include the number and
location of core switches, edge switches, and logical 2ber optic links. To ensure reliable service,
at least two core switches (at distinct locations) are required. Su5cient switch and link capacity
must be provided to carry speci2ed tra5c volumes under a contingency situation in which any
single core switch fails or is otherwise unavailable for service (natural disaster, etc.). The network
design problem is complicated by the fact that some central o5ces may not experience su5cient
tra5c volume to justify the expense of edge switch installation. For such o5ces, it may be more cost
e8ective to “hub” the tra5c to another (generally larger) o5ce which accommodates an edge switch.
In addition, it may be desirable to transport some private-line tra5c (such as “hi-cap” data) directly
between edge switches, bypassing the core switches entirely. This tra5c generally has di8erent
service requirements than public voice tra5c, so direct high-volume links may be operationally
acceptable and more economical.
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Table 1
Typical attributes of ATM switch hardware

Component Cost Port capacity Shelf capacity

Core switch 0.1979 10
Core switch shelf 0.0587 96
Edge switch 0.0365 38

Table 2
Typical attributes of 2ber optic links

Link Capacity Edge port Shelf port Edge port Shelf port Fixed link Var. link
type (Mbps) requirement requirement cost cost cost cost (=mi.)

OC-3 155.52 0.5 1.0 0.0082 0.0098 0.0614 0.0053
OC-12 622.08 2.0 2.0 0.0322 0.0200 0.1010 0.0053
OC-48 2488.32 8.0 8.0 0.1196 0.0560 0.1986 0.0000

All network switches have 2nite capacity due to a limited number of connecting ports. Fiber
optic links are connected to switches via plug-in cards which accommodate terminal electronics and
consume switch port capacity. Thus, links can be approximately modeled as consumers of 2xed
increments of port capacity available at a switch. Edge switches have a maximum port capacity as
a simple attribute. The amount of port capacity available at a core switch, however, may depend
on the number of modular shelves installed in the switch. Thus, the total capacity of a core switch
is dependent on the maximum number of shelves that the switch can accommodate. Also, since the
cost of the shelves is signi2cant, it is desirable to explicitly capture the incremental cost of required
shelves in a network optimization model. Table 1 presents relative costs (scaled for con2dentiality)
and capacities associated with the switch hardware.

Several types of 2ber optic links may be used, varying in link cost, tra5c capacity, port require-
ments, and port costs. Table 2 displays typical values for attributes of the three Optical Carrier (OC)
types considered in this article. All capacity values include transmission overhead and are expressed
in Megabits per second (Mbps). Costs for OC-3 and OC-12 link installation include 2xed and vari-
able (distance-dependent) components. All transmission equipment for an OC-48 link is located at
the termination points, so the variable cost is zero. The 2ber itself is already in place, so it contributes
no incremental cost. Port costs actually vary depending on the 2nal density of links connected to
a switch. The edge port costs shown in Table 2 are approximations based on the average cost for
all possible con2gurations. The shelf port costs are based on full density, since several shelves will
normally be installed at a core switch (with all but one shelf fully utilized). All port requirements
and costs shown in Table 2 are based on protected connections.

2. Model formulation

Many researchers have applied optimization methods to data network design. Gavish and others
propose methods for selecting cost-e5cient links (and link capacities) that satisfy node-to-node tra5c
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demands in normal or failed conditions [4]. Other authors consider topological problems similar
to the optimal selection of core or hub locations [5–7]. In this article, we formulate and apply
models that comprehensively address the entire design problem in the context of a metropolitan ATM
network.

We assume that the network for a particular metropolitan area includes a set N of central o5ce
locations (nodes). A subset S ⊆ N contains all nodes that are potential candidates for core switch
installation. Further, let M be the set of all link types (e.g., {OC-3, OC-12, OC-48}). The optimal
network architecture is dependent on the following parameters:

ak cost to install core switch at node k, k ∈ S
bk cost to install shelf in core switch at node k, k ∈ S
ci cost to install edge switch at node i, i ∈N

dij tra5c demand requirement between nodes i and j under normal operation (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i)
d′

ij tra5c demand requirement between nodes i and j under any single core failure contingency
(i; j ∈N; j ¿ i)

em tra5c capacity of each link of type m, m∈M
g maximum number of shelves in core switch

pe
m port requirement at edge switch for link of type m, m∈M

ps
m port requirement at shelf for link of type m, m∈M

pt
i port requirement at edge switch to load tra5c at node i, i ∈N

qe port capacity of edge switch
qs port capacity of each shelf installed at core switch
rm

ik cost to install link of type m between edge switch at node i and core switch at node k,
i ∈N; k ∈ S; m∈M

skl cost to install link (largest capacity) between core switches at nodes k and l (k; l∈ S; l ¿ k)
ti cost to load tra5c on edge switch at node i, i ∈N

Tra5c demands for all packetized service types (voice, hi-cap, etc.) are speci2ed in common units
(Mbps). Note that, if dij = d′

ij for all i and j, normal tra5c volumes can be fully serviced under
a core failure contingency. Also note that point-to-point demand is essentially described using an
upper-triangular matrix, so aggregate demand at any node i can be computed as Di =

∑
j∈N; j¿i dij +∑

j∈N; j¡i dji. The link cost rm
ik can be derived from Table 2 as the sum of edge port cost, shelf port

cost, 2xed link cost, and the product of variable link cost and the distance between the core and
edge switches. Similarly, skl can be calculated as the sum of link cost (OC-48) and shelf port costs
at two core switches.

2.1. Core model

Due to the computational intractability of the complete optimization problem, two separate models
are formulated to address network con2guration issues. The 2rst formulation, referred to as the core
model, assumes that an edge switch is located at each node, and that all tra5c is routed through
a core switch (no direct edge-to-edge tra5c or hubbing). The goal is to determine the optimal
(cost-minimizing) number of core switches, and the associated optimal network con2guration. A wide
variety of tra5c patterns are possible, so point-to-point tra5c Mows must be explicitly represented
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as continuous variables:

fijkl tra5c routed between nodes i and j via the path i; k; l; j (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i) (k; l∈ S)
f

′n
ijkl tra5c routed between nodes i and j via the path i; k; l; j when core switch at node n is excluded

(i; j ∈N; j ¿ i) n∈ S (k; l∈ S − {n})

The variables f
′n

ijkl are employed by the core model to represent tra5c Mows under core failure
contingencies. To ensure adequate quality of service, tra5c is restricted from transiting more than
two core switches. The enabling network architecture is described by the following integer variables:

um
ik number of links of type m installed between edge switch at node i and core switch at node

k; i ∈N; k ∈ S; m∈M
vkl number of links (largest capacity) installed between core switches at nodes k and l (k; l∈ S; l¿k)
xi number of edge switches installed at node i; i ∈N

yk number of shelves installed in a core switch at node k; k ∈ S

zk =

{
1 if core switch is installed at node k;

0 otherwise; k ∈ S:

Note that the variable scheme implies that an edge switch at node i may not be connected to all
core switches (though it must be connected to at least two if d′

ij ¿ 0 for some j). Tra5c can transit
more than one core switch via inter-core links of the largest available capacity (e.g., OC-48). The
variables um

ik ; vkl; xi, and yk can be bounded to reduce the size of the solution space as follows:
Edge switches (xi). Su5cient edge switch capacity must be located at each node to accommodate

local tra5c demand. Smaller links are less e5cient than larger links in consuming port capacity, and
the largest number of redundant links will be required if the network contains only two core switches.
Hence, the maximum number of required switches can be determined by arti2cially assuming that
the smallest link type ( Om) is used to connect the edge switch to two core switches and the tra5c
adaptation device. We must also recognize that, if the tra5c volume is high, the incremental nature
of link capacity could conceivably result in nearly two unused links (one to each core switch) of the
largest type (m′). The maximum number of edge switches at node i (for all possible architectures)
is therefore

Xi =
⌈�Di=e Om�3pe

Om + 2pe
m′

qe

⌉
; i ∈N: (1)

Core switch shelves (yk). All demand could theoretically transit one core switch through links
having smallest capacity, so the maximum number of shelves at any core switch location is

Y =
⌈�∑i∈N Di=e Om�2ps

Om + 2ps
m′

qs

⌉
: (2)

Edge-core links (um
ik). All demand could theoretically transit one core switch through multiple

links of the largest type (m′), so the maximum number of edge-core links from edge switches at
node i is

Ui =
⌈

Di

em′

⌉
; i ∈N: (3)
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Inter-core links (vkl). All demand could theoretically transit two core switches through multiple
links having largest capacity, so the maximum number of inter-core links between any candidate
nodes k and l is

V =
⌈∑

i∈N Di

em′

⌉
: (4)

With parameters, variables, and bounds speci2ed, a mixed integer program (MIP) [8] can be
formulated and solved to obtain an optimal network design. The objective is to service all demand
requirements while minimizing the total cost of the architecture-dependent network hardware.

Minimize

∑
k∈S

(
ak zk + bk yk +

∑
i∈N

∑
m∈M

rm
ik um

ik +
∑

l∈S;l¿k

sklvkl

)
+
∑
i∈N

(cixi + ti); (5)

Subject to

∑
l∈S


 ∑

j∈N; j¿i

fijkl +
∑

j∈N; j¡i

fjilk


6∑

m∈M

emum
ik ; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (6)

∑
l∈S−{n}


 ∑

j∈N; j¿i

f
′n

ijkl +
∑

j∈N; j¡i

f
′n

jilk


6∑

m∈M

emum
ik ; i ∈N; n∈ S; k ∈ S − {n}; (7)

∑
i∈N


 ∑

j∈N; j¿i

(fijkl + fijlk) +
∑

j∈N; j¡i

(fjikl + fjilk)


6 em′

vkl (k; l∈ S; l ¿ k); (8)

∑
i∈N


 ∑

j∈N; j¿i

(f
′n

ijkl + f
′n

ijlk) +
∑

j∈N; j¡i

(f
′n

jikl + f
′n

jilk)


6 em′

vkl;

n∈ S (k; l∈ S − {n}; l ¿ k); (9)

∑
k∈S

∑
l∈S

fijkl = dij (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i); (10)

∑
k∈S−{n}

∑
l∈S−{n}

f
′n

ijkl = d′
ij (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i); n∈ S; (11)

∑
k∈S

∑
m∈M

pe
mum

ik + pt
i 6 qexi; i ∈N; (12)
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∑
m∈M

ps
m

∑
i∈N

um
ik + ps

m′

( ∑
l∈S;l¿k

vkl +
∑

l∈S;l¡k

vlk

)
6 qsyk ; k ∈ S; (13)

yk 6min(g; Y )zk ; k ∈ S; (14)

fijkl¿ 0 (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i); (k; l∈ S); (15)

f
′n

ijkl¿ 0 (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i); n∈ S; (k; l∈ S − {n}); (16)

um
ik ∈{0; 1}; i ∈N; k ∈ S; m∈M − {m′}; (17)

um′
ik ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; Ui}; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (18)

∑
m∈M−{m′}

um
ik 6 1; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (19)

um′
ik 6Ui


1 −

∑
m∈M−{m′}

um
ik


 ; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (20)

vkl ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; V} (k; l∈ S; l ¿ k); (21)

xi ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; Xi}; i ∈N; (22)

yk ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; min(g; Y )}; k ∈ S; (23)

zk ∈{0; 1} k ∈ S: (24)

In the above formulation, Relations 6–24 enforce the following constraints:

• Relation 6—Tra5c Mow (normal operation) between any edge switch and core switch cannot
exceed edge-core link capacity.

• Relation 7—Tra5c Mow (contingency operation) between any edge switch and core switch cannot
exceed edge-core link capacity. The index n creates a set of constraints similar to Relation 6
for a series of 2ctional networks with each candidate core location systematically excluded. If
a particular node n∈ S is identi2ed as a core switch location in an optimal solution, the Mow
variables f

′n
ijkl represent feasible tra5c Mows in the event of core switch failure at node n.

• Relation 8—Inter-core tra5c Mow (normal operation) cannot exceed inter-core link capacity.
• Relation 9—Inter-core tra5c Mow (contingency operation) cannot exceed inter-core link capacity.
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Table 3
Complexity of the core model

Problem size Maximum number of variables

Nodes in Link Core Continuous Integer
network types candidates variables variables

50 3 50 153,126,225 17,800
50 3 20 9,800,190 7090
50 3 10 1,075,045 3160
50 3 5 153,160 1580

• Relation 10—All tra5c Mow between nodes i and j must satisfy normal demand requirements.
• Relation 11—All tra5c Mow between nodes i and j must satisfy contingency demand require-

ments.
• Relation 12—Ports consumed by edge-core links and the adaptation device connection must not

exceed the port capacity of the edge switches at each node.
• Relation 13—Ports consumed by edge-core links and inter-core links must not exceed port ca-

pacity of the core switch at each candidate node.
• Relation 14—The number of core switch shelves installed at a candidate node must not exceed

the maximum number allowable, and is nonzero only if a core switch is installed at the node.
• Relations 15 and 16—Tra5c Mows must be nonnegative.
• Relations 17–20—The number of links between an edge switch and core switch must be integer

valued and within the predetermined bounds. Link types may not be mixed, and multiple links
are permitted for the largest type only.

• Relation 21—The number of inter-core links (largest type only) between any two core switches
must be integer valued.

• Relation 22—The number of edge switches installed at any node must be integer valued.
• Relation 23—The number of core switch shelves installed at any node must be integer valued.
• Relation 24—Only one core switch may be installed at any candidate node.

As indicated by Table 3, the size of the mixed integer program is quite large. It is therefore
impractical to introduce additional variables into the core model to capture hubbing and direct
edge-to-edge links. Fortunately, as will be seen in a succeeding section of this article, exercise of
the core model demonstrates that typical parameters produce an optimal architecture based on two
core switch locations. With this assumption, some capacity computations are dramatically simpli2ed,
releasing dimensionality to accommodate new variables. Speci2cally, if contingency demand d′

ij is
at least 50% of normal demand dij for all i and j, then the link capacity from any edge switch to
core switch can be immediately determined from aggregate demand at the edge switch. Continuous
Mow variables are therefore unnecessary.

2.2. General model

The general model assumes a two-core architecture, and seeks to determine the optimal place-
ment of core switches, edge switches, edge-core links, direct edge-to-edge links, and hub links.
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Point-to-point demand information is required only for direct edge-to-edge tra5c, so demand
parameters are rede2ned as:

Di total tra5c demand at node i; i ∈N
dij candidate edge-to-edge tra5c demand between nodes i and j (i; j ∈N; j ¿ i)

The formulation also requires two additional set de2nitions:

H set of candidate nodes for edge-to-edge transport of tra5c
Bi set of candidate nodes for hubbing to node i; i ∈N

The set Bi will typically contain all nodes within a speci2ed distance from node i. No tra5c will
Mow between core switches, since each edge switch must be diversely routed to both core switches
to ensure reliable service under a core failure contingency. Hence, the notation used to represent the
inter-core cost skl can be replaced by

sij cost to transport tra5c directly between nodes i and j (i; j ∈H; j ¿ i)

To further accommodate potential direct edge-to-edge transport, de2ne

ph
ij port requirement at edge switch for direct transport of tra5c between nodes i and j (i; j ∈H; j¿i)

The potential for hubbing introduces the need to replace ti and pt
i with

tij cost to convey tra5c at node j to edge switch at node i; i ∈N; j ∈Bi

pt
ij port requirement at edge switch at node i to load tra5c from node j; i ∈N; j ∈Bi

Finally, the inter-core link variable vkl is replaced by

vij =

{
1 if tra5c is transported directly between edge switches at nodes i and j;

0 otherwise (i; j ∈H; j ¿ i)

and we add a new variable

wij =

{
1 if tra5c at node j is hubbed to node i;

0 otherwise; i ∈N; j ∈Bi:

The general model can now be formulated as a pure integer program (IP) [8]:

Minimize
∑
k∈S

(
ak zk + bk yk +

∑
i∈N

∑
m∈M

rm
ik um

ik

)

+
∑
i∈H

∑
j∈H; j¿i

sijvij +
∑
i∈N


cixi +

∑
j∈Bi

tijwij


 ; (25)

Subject to∑
j∈Bi

Djwij 6
∑

k∈S−{n}

∑
m∈M

emum
ik ; i ∈N − H; n∈ S; (26)
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∑
j∈Bi

Djwij −
∑

j∈H; j¿i

dijvij −
∑

j∈H; j¡i

djivji 6
∑

k∈S−{n}

∑
m∈M

emum
ik ; i ∈H; n∈ S; (27)

∑
j:i∈Bj

wji = 1; i ∈N; (28)

∑
k∈S

∑
m∈M

pe
mum

ik +
∑
j∈Bi

pt
ijwij 6 qexi; i ∈N − H; (29)

∑
k∈S

∑
m∈M

pe
mum

ik +
∑
j∈Bi

pt
ijwij +

∑
j∈H; j¿i

ph
ijvij +

∑
j∈H; j¡i

ph
jivji 6 qexi; i ∈H; (30)

∑
i∈N

∑
m∈M

ps
mum

ik 6 qsyk ; k ∈ S; (31)

yk 6min(g; Y )zk ; k ∈ S; (32)

∑
k∈S

zk = 2; (33)

um
ik ∈{0; 1}; i ∈N; k ∈ S; m∈M − {m′}; (34)

um′
ik ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; Ui}; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (35)

∑
m∈M−{m′}

um
ik 6 1; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (36)

um′
ik 6Ui


1 −

∑
m∈M−{m′}

um
ik


 ; i ∈N; k ∈ S; (37)

vij ∈{0; 1} (i; j ∈H; j ¿ i); (38)

wij ∈{0; 1}; i ∈N; j ∈Bi; (39)

xi ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; Xi}; i ∈N; (40)

yk ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; min(g; Y )}; k ∈ S; (41)

zk ∈{0; 1}; k ∈ S: (42)
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Table 4
Complexity of the general model

Problem size Maximum
number of

Nodes in Link Core Direct hi-cap variables
network types candidates candidates

50 3 50 50 17,800
50 3 20 20 7090
50 3 10 10 3160
50 3 5 5 1580

Relations 26–42 enforce the following constraints:

• Relation 26—Tra5c at each edge switch must be routed to a core switch under every core
failure contingency. This constraint applies to nodes that are not candidates for direct edge-to-edge
transport.

• Relation 27—Tra5c at each edge switch (less direct edge-to-edge tra5c) must be routed to a
core switch under every core failure contingency.

• Relation 28—Tra5c at each node must be conveyed to edge switch (collocated or hubbed else-
where).

• Relations 29 and 30—Ports consumed by edge-core links and the adaptation device connection
must not exceed the port capacity of the edge switches at each node.

• Relation 31—Ports consumed by edge-core links must not exceed port capacity of the core switch
at each candidate node.

• Relation 32—The number of core switch shelves installed at a candidate node must not exceed
the maximum number allowable, and is nonzero only if a core switch is installed at the node.

• Relation 33—The total number of core switches must be two.
• Relations 34–37—The number of links between an edge switch and core switch must be integer

valued and within the predetermined bounds. Link types may not be mixed, and multiple links
are permitted for the largest type only.

• Relation 38—All direct edge-to-edge decision variables are binary.
• Relation 39—All hubbing decision variables are binary.
• Relation 40—The number of edge switches installed at any node must be integer valued.
• Relation 41—The number of core switch shelves installed at any node must be integer valued.
• Relation 42—Only one core switch may be installed at any candidate node.

Complexity of the general model is described in Table 4. The objective function and all constraints
are linear, and all decision variables are binary or integer valued.

3. Implementation and results

The core model and general model were both exercised using representative data for a particular
metropolitan area. Fig. 2 displays the geographic positions of the 39 nodes (central o5ce locations)
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Fig. 2. Core model results for a particular metropolitan area.

in a proposed ATM network. The 2ve largest o5ces comprise the set of core candidate nodes. Only
hi-cap tra5c is considered eligible for direct edge-to-edge transport, and point-to-point demands for
hi-cap tra5c are based on working circuits in the area. Point-to-point demands for voice tra5c
are derived from aggregate tra5c at each central o5ce. The demands are assumed proportional
to aggregate tra5c volume at both terminating nodes. Contingency demand is set equal to normal
demand for all point-to-point tra5c. Distances between nodes are based on actual 2ber paths in the
network. The models are implemented in the AMPL modeling environment [9] and solved using
CPLEX optimization software [10].

3.1. Core model results

The high complexity of the core model resulted in extremely long solution times, even when
solver parameters were adjusted to exploit the problem structure. An initial solution was determined
by assuming a two-core architecture (with core switches located at the two nodes having highest
tra5c volume), and links sized accordingly. The objective function value associated with this initial
solution was used as an initial upper bound. Fig. 2 displays the solution, which places core switches
at the two largest nodes in terms of aggregate tra5c volume. Each edge switch is connected to both
core switches with su5cient link capacity to transport all tra5c to each core switch. The associated
objective function value is 30.8 cost units. It should be noted that this value represents only about
one-third of the total network cost, since most required expenditures are not dependent on network
architecture (e.g., adaptation costs).

Fig. 3 examines the sensitivity of architecture-dependent cost to total tra5c demand. All demand
parameters are uniformly scaled up to reMect possible future tra5c levels. Cost approximately doubles
as demand triples, due to better utilization of capacity at higher volumes. The 2gure also demonstrates
the e8ect of forcing more core switches into the network by adding a new constraint to the core
model (i.e.,

∑
k∈S zk =3; 4; : : :). The shallow upward slope of each line reMects the cost of individual
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Fig. 3. Cost Sensitivity to tra5c demand and number of core switches.

Fig. 4. General model results for a particular metropolitan area.

core switches, which the model solutions place at new locations without any connection to the
original two-core network.

3.2. General model results

The solution shown in Fig. 4 represents general model results for the base line scenario with
original demand data. Each set of hubbing candidates Bi includes all nodes within 7 miles (2ber
distance) of node i. The set of core candidate nodes S again includes the 2ve largest o5ces, and the
set of direct edge-to-edge candidates H includes the 10 nodes with largest hi-cap tra5c volumes.

As suggested by the core model solution, the general model places core switches at the two largest
o5ces. Edge switches are placed at 29 of 39 of the network nodes, with the remaining 10 nodes
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Table 5
Sensitivity of network cost to con2guration and tra5c demand

1V + 1H No Hubbing 1V + 3H No Hubbing
(baseline) hubbing hubbing

No direct 30.8 28.6 No direct 57.3 55.8
hi-cap hi-cap
Direct 27.5 25.5 Direct 47.5 46.3
hi-cap hi-cap

3V + 3H No Hubbing 3V + 9H No Hubbing
hubbing hubbing

No direct 66.9 64.9 No direct Infeasible Infeasible
hi-cap hi-cap
Direct 56.4 54.4 Direct 116.3 115.7
hi-cap hi-cap

hubbed elsewhere. Twelve direct hi-cap links are recommended in the optimal solution. The cost
of the optimal network architecture is 25.5 units. Hubbing and direct edge-to-edge transport thus
generate a cost avoidance of about 15% relative to the 30.8 baseline, or about 5% of the cost of the
entire network. The full savings, however, can be realized only if the forecast point-to-point demand
data is accurate.

Table 5 examines the sensitivity of costs to increased demand levels. The right portion reMects
a three-fold increase in hi-cap demand relative to the left portion. Similarly, the bottom portion
reMects a three-fold increase in all demand (voice and hi-cap) relative to the top portion. Hence,
the bottom-right section reMects a three-fold increase in voice (V ) demand and nine-fold increase in
hi-cap (H) demand. At this very high tra5c level, direct edge-to-edge links are required to prevent
overloading of the core switches. As we might expect, hubbing becomes less bene2cial as tra5c
demand increases.

The results shown in Table 5 suggest that direct edge-to-edge transport outperforms hubbing as a
cost saving measure with increasing tra5c volume. A very reasonable network development strategy,
therefore, might be to place edge switches at all central o5ces and construct direct links whenever
hi-cap tra5c volumes exceed a speci2ed threshold. Fig. 5 displays the cost performance of this
strategy as the tra5c threshold is varied. For the 3V + 9H scenario, a minimum cost of 117.6
units occurs at a threshold of 1000 Mbps, which is very close to the 115.7 cost associated with the
optimal con2guration recommended by the general model. The threshold-based network con2guration
is presented in Fig. 6. Twenty-one direct hi-cap links appear in the solution. In practice, these links
could be added as actual tra5c volume is realized. A robust architecture could thus be developed
without strong reliance on accurate demand forecasts.

3.3. Computational performance

Computational run times for the general model are substantial. As shown in Table 6, simultaneous
determination of optimal core switch locations, edge switch locations, and link topologies requires
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Fig. 5. Performance of the threshold-based heuristic.

Fig. 6. Threshold-based network solution for the 3V + 9H scenario.

667 min of CPU time. One approach to reducing run time might be to suboptimize variables
sequentially. The CPU time consumed by various sequential strategies is summarized in the table,
along with resulting network costs. Sequential method C is particularly appealing, since it produces
the exact same solution as the simultaneous method with a run time of only 13 min. Identical so-
lutions are not guaranteed, but appear to occur frequently in practice. Sequential method C could
be e8ectively employed in a production network planning tool, coupled with an early termination
option that would enable a user to accept incumbent, near-optimal solutions.
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Table 6
Computational performance of sequential methods

Method CPU time (min) Optimal cost

Simultaneous 667 25.5

Sequential A
1. Core locations 22 26.2
2. Hub links
3. Direct edge-to-edge links

Sequential B
1. Core locations 1 25.7
2. Direct edge-to-edge links
3. Hub links

Sequential C
1. Core locations 13 25.5
2. Hub links and direct edge-to-edge links

4. Conclusions

The analytical models presented in this article o8er some valuable insight on potential develop-
ment strategies for metropolitan ATM networks. Based on typical cost and capacity parameters, two
core switches appear to support a network architecture that both minimizes equipment cost and max-
imizes robustness. An intuitive placement of the core switches at the largest central o5ces produces
an optimal core architecture for a particular metropolitan area. Cost reduction measures proposed
by network planners (including hubbing and direct edge-to-edge transport) appear to o8er potential
savings of ∼5% of the total network expenditure. Realization of the full savings, however, is depen-
dent on accurate demand forecasts since optimal transport con2gurations are quite sensitive to actual
tra5c patterns. Therefore, the additional complexity associated with the proposed measures (partic-
ularly hubbing) may not be justi2ed. At very high tra5c volumes, direct edge-to-edge transport of
some tra5c may be necessary to prevent saturation of the core switches. A simple threshold-based
heuristic for tra5c oUoad appears to produce robust, near-optimal network solutions. While there
is no guarantee that all general conclusions would be valid for any potential ATM network, the
models and analytical methods described in this article could be easily applied to new scenarios as
data becomes available. Adaptation or extension of the methods to accommodate other transmission
technologies is also possible.
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